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 Bernadette Call 9.4.2020 – Presented Content from Call  
Let’s talk about where we are, where we are going and what is possible. People around 

the world are participating in the Great Awaking to the Truth. We are in the 3rd World 

War. It’s an information war. It’s the great spell breaker. Trump is leading the charge 

with “Fake News” narrative. We are the spiritual Truth dissemination warriors. We have 

picked up the mantle, and sword, of Truth to Power.  

We have been living in holographic illusion anchored on lies and deception.  Which is a 

3D construct.  This great awaking is because of what these deep state globalists have 

done, and are doing, to our children. The unforgivable actions of this elite class that has 

ruled the planet include pedophilia, child trafficking, organ trafficking, child sacrifice, 

terrorizing and torturing children for mind control and harvesting adrenachrome, 

vaccinating children without consent with toxic components just to name a few of crimes 

against humanity.  It is the big wake-up call. We tend to ignore the other crimes 

because we have been conditioned by entertainment, the media, corrupt courts that the 

bad guys get away with it and are rewarded. Saving the children is another story, where 

now the spiritual warriors are weighing in with our voice.  This week there were over 100 

children that were rescued. Massive amounts of children were found dead. When the 

brought the children above ground to field hospitals they died. So what happened was 

technology had to be brought underground. When Trump talks about building ventilators 

he talking tesla towers to generate electricity and medbeds for these children first to 

heal them and erase the trauma from their consciousness. Hence the Trump comment 

of everyone that needed a ventilator got one. Medbed are a futuristic Star Trek type 

technology that restores perfection/coherence at the photon level. What do we get from 

the media? Crickets. Why? They are complicit. 

There are a lot of tentacles to this Babylonian octopus. What you see on TV is a grand 

scripted movie. What Trump and Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany are coded 

messages of what is going on. Trump, and the White Hats, are doing a lot behind the 

scenes and in the “Art of War” you never disclose anything until it is a done deal. The 

dems on the other hand are pre-announcing that they intent to steal election through 

mail in vote fraud. This is theater to wake people up. We may be voting on-line tied to 

the QFS technology. .USPS filed a voting patent using blockchain. It is also possible 

that at the core of voting is the technology of the QFS which can’t be hacked. Charlie 

Ward is also stating we may be voting on-line. Perhaps, the census db, DMV, voter 

registration and other databases may be used in concert to ID the voter along with 

eligibility and locking down transactions to a single vote using blockchain technology 

and distributed ledgers or talleys. 

The rioters may be taking out their own but making it appear to be a Trump supporter. 

They are acting like an organized death squad and they are being funded. It is 

interesting to see how quickly things are restored to calm when the Federal resources 

are deployed. Trump is waking up people to the dictatorial criminality of governors and 

mayors. Bill Barr, with Wolf Blitzer on CNN, stated that these rioters are transported 
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around the country, and are from out of state. This makes it a Federal law enforcement 

issue. In Oregon US Marshals are deputizing State Troopers as Marshals allowing them 

to bypass corrupt prosecutors. Trump said we could have Federal Forces in Portland in 

an hour and have the violence stopped in an hour. Antifa and BLM are operating like 

death squads that are organized and operate in a trained manner. What is being taken 

down in the organizers. 

A video on Twitter posted a woman serving the Mayor Palm Beach, and other 

government officials, with papers stating that the statutes associated with the lock down 

violate the State Constitution and US Constitution and are committing treason. She 

gave them 10 days to correct the problem. What is interesting is that this County is 

where Mar-a-Lago is.  Hum, a patriot in Trump land taking action. This action could be a 

massive domino effect. It is the legal argument template.  

There are mass protests around the world. 4m in the streets of Berlin demanding Merkel 

to step down. Expect change in France as well as Macron gets more dictatorial. 

Bulgarian President asking parliament to resign and new Constitution to be written. The 

most Divinely inspired Constitution is the US. I think we will see its adoption around the 

World as each country, and its citizens, are given sovereignty and unalienable right to 

liberty and prosperity. Today Trump and Grenell announced agreement between 

Kosovo and Serbia with diplomatic relationships with Israel. World Peace is the 

foundation for GESARA on a global basis.  

CEOs and other executives are resigning worldwide. We will see a dismantling of the 

mega transnational corporations, which will include big pharma, Silicon Valley, financial 

institutions, and more. COVID has been downgraded to common cold. Under 10K 

people have died of COVID as the only cause in the US. 94% died of co-morbidity or 

other factors. These new numbers are posted on CDC website. It’s been discovered 

that the COVID virus was patented by the CDC. You can’t patent something occurring 

naturally which is illegal. If it is manmade that violates international law in creating a bio 

weapon. Either way they have a problem. This part of the octopus of government 

agencies that are unconstitutional in their authority will be taken down too as they are 

proven to be liars and that they financially enrich key players. 

The 13 bloodline families, Rothschild, Rockfeller Central Banks are being taken down 

which is necessary to reset financial systems and ushering in NESARA/GESARA. Part 

of the reset is to seize the assets of this criminal satanic empire.  

Evidence something will be happening with Biden. He handed over 3 pizza boxes like 

Bush, Kevin Spacey, and Tiegen, which seems to indicate a surrender to the Alliance; 

and, it brings pizzagate front and center as well which is code for pedophilia. Trump did 

say that pedos should get death penalty.  Also, Comey tweeted their dog Mia died. MIA 

could stand for Missing In Action. The tweet of a family dog that had died in the past has 

been a clue for a death of key player. RBG? Biden?  
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Kamala was chosen as VP because she is not eligible to run for either VP or President. 

If she is in the wings to replace JB, it is to call into question the eligibility of O bummer. 

The Anons on twitter are already putting for the eligibility narrative. Trump and Arpaio 

have all the evidence. This will nullify his entire presidency including his 2 supreme 

court picks. Mark Taylor did prophesy that Trump would get at least 5 supreme court 

judges. One would die. One would retire. And, 3 would be removed due to scandals. As 

the Republic is formally restored we need to take control of SCOTUS as well and 

restore to Constitutional Law. We will go to the law of the land under Constitutional and 

Common Law. 

Charlie Ward is under an NDA and said he is part of moving Historical Assets to back 

the worlds currencies. Trump was on Battleship North Carolina and mentions heritage 

several times which could be reference to heritage assets in play. This battleship was 

key in the Pacific in WWII. Japan pillaged Historic Assets from the Chinese Dragon 

Families. When WWII set in, they couldn’t get the assets back to Japan and buried them 

in the Phillipines, Indonesia and other locations. These assets include gold, precious 

gems, and other assets that are all off books.   It is these assets that will be in play to 

asset back currencies. Trump’s hair color was gold. Trump at is PA rally yesterday kept 

talking about paper straws and how they fall apart; and, maybe you needed a plastic 

one in your pocket. Law and Order. Apparently this 13 bloodlines that control the world 

Babylonian enslavement system operate from Venice and that is where are birth 

certificates are held which created the STRAWMAN on paper, which they used in order 

to create wealth in our name. He may be given us the clue to our liberation and perhaps 

access to our TDA account assets will be through plastic … a card. Also, when he 

references Law and Order someone big was arrested.  He made many Qs in the air. 

Slammed the podium with his right hand many times… ala Q that could be the BOOMs. 

Michael Tellinger stated SA is nationalizing Central Bank under gov which is currently a 

corporation. Vision is for all governments to become GESARA governments. Rothschild 

and other banking families’ central banks are being nationalized and ala Tellinger what 

may be happening is the debt is being put on these bankers in order to bankrupt them 

entirely.  

In a 5D reality we can see things from alpha omega perspectives which is able to see 

and innerstand the beginning and end of cycles within cycles simultaneously. What I 

see is a second renaissance of massive creative expression around the globe with the 

emergence of creating and experiencing priceless that will stand the test of time well 

into the future. 5D is about operating predominantly from the right brain which is tied to 

the heart. This is the side of the brain that is connected to the mind of the Creator. What 

we will start to experience as a norm is an inner deep knowingness of things that are to 

come and the truth we haven’t been told. 

We are in an ascension process starts with establishing what is the truth. We need to 

firmly establish truth as a keystone - “Truth to Power”. We need to imagine in a new 
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possibility where the norm is service to others versus service to self. 5D we can see the 

alpha and omega of new positive, prosperous possibilities. 

Based on Gene and Tore’s decoding of COVFEFE. It is key magnetic technology that is 

being fitted on 5G towers to make them also Tesla Towers to supply free energy. The 

ventilator narrative is about that perhaps too.  5G is going to 6G which is also very 

healing and oxygenating things. And, therapeutics many the key to decalcifying the 

pineal gland which makes it possible for everyone to be able to get expanded insights in 

order to unleash unbridled creativity. In addition, there are the medbeds, that will 

become readily available to us, which restores the perfection reflected in your soul 

signature and frequency and vibration of perfect DNA. It reverses the aging process and 

allows us to participate in creating Heaven on Earth for a very long time. 

In a new financial reality Sacha Stone brought up that the new system must eliminate 

usury. Plato stated “money is dead, don’t let it grow by itself”. As such, interest on funds 

in banks doesn’t make sense. How is this interest being created? As we see the 

currency revaluation and redemption of bonds, these funds will be in the QFS as pure 

potential tied to unlimited. Some gurus are stating everyone will get the same rate and 

that there will be no negotiation. Perhaps this is code for everyone being tied to 

unlimited potential. 

In a 5D reality we need to anchor in what is possible and what we need to address.  The 

DS, using 3D constructs, is desperate to collapse timelines in order to stay in power and 

usher in the NOW. We are the ones that can collapse the quantum field by discussing 

what we are envisioning. 

The lockdown has been the cover to: rescue children and others that have been 

trafficked; arrest key cabal players; shut down the cabal octopus; to name of few 

endeavors. On the positive side. The shutdown has allowed us to: experience what it is 

like to not work and pursue what we are passionate about; expand our cooking 

creativity; witness the corruption; see alternatives to schooling; rebuild the nuclear 

family; meditate about what the future will look like, etc. 

Let’s open up this call to a discussion of ideas and new ways of doing things, built on 

the foundation of moral and spiritual law, in all facets of life from new forms of education 

and entertainment; new community structures; service to other at the community level; 

new form of agriculture; new art forms and instruments; synthetic intelligence; new 

manufacturing; new forms of transportation; implications of free energy and water; 

waste disposal; new types of apps that protect privacy… to name a few topics to 

explore. 


